LEG 8
GIBRALTAR TO CEUTA, SMIR AND…
1. GIBRALTAR RAMBLE AROUND THE ROCK AND WAITING FOR THE WEATHER
2. CROSSING THE DREADED STRAIGHT OF GIBRALTAR
3. TWO DAYS IN CEUTA THE SPANISH ENCLAVE
4. SHORT LOVELY SAIL TO SMIR

1. RAMBLE AROUND THE ROCK
The crew from Australia arrived on schedule. On the first day we had a ramble around the rock.
However on the next day the weather turned to the east and went quite nasty. Still stuck here In
Queensway Quay Marina now on October 2nd and tomorrow looks worse.
October 1, 2014 bought almost a storm into Dock# A 35. The marina staff sent a small tug to Manca
to hold her off the dock while they repositioned the heavy mooring chains until Manca was standing
off safely. The staff did an excellent job with no damage to Manca. Maneuvering in 62 knot gusts was
very difficult. At one point there was spume coming down the short fetch from the entrance straight
at Manca. One staff commented that Manca was no problem. A few years ago a whole float took off
with the yachts attached!
The crew amused themselves with short walks, fishing and side trips to Ronda and La Linea, just
across the border. I took the short bus ride to the border and then walked to Alcaidesa Marina to
view it with the possibility of winter moorage for Manca.

Manca is at the top dock on the left at
Queensway Quay Marina

Panorama of Gibraltar. Queensway bottom left.
North Mole and cruise ship dock centre, runway
and La Linea marina on the left.

There are plenty of warnings but alas all in English. Some
Germans lost all their lunch when these little rascals found
their backpack zippers! Hey presto free lunch for the monkeys.
They can smell the food through the plastic and then move
really fast.

Now it’s my apple! Yum Ho! Mine!

These dizzy heights offered great protection from invaders on the east side.

Easy Jet takes off into a Levanter or East Wind. This wind
produces the cloud cap in the same way as the one in Cape
Town. That cloud is called: “The Table Cloth”.

The monkeys job is to mind the flags. Pay is lousy.

Oh yes very true they are expert zipper workers.

These rings are secured along many of the
tracks to belay heavy guns and materiel.

The panorama looking North West. Spain is in
the far distance.

The pillars of Hercules and the road to the New World or Modern world.

I think the rich and famous have money for dog
walkers. Apparently the doggies are famous
show champions.

Security boom for the South Mole

Manca waiting for crew to arrive. Snug until an
Easterly gale attacked.

Manca and Cable Car to the monkeys at the top. The new cat on the
right was on its way to the Caribbean

Monkey with grand view

Queensway Quay Marina . Manca top left.

Grooming lessons

They are friendly, keep their distance and don’t
bother you at all unless you are stupidly packing
food.

A lovely portrait! She is looking right into the
lens.

It’s only a 1000 foot drop. But I can hang on with a few toes and fingers.

Long body and feet the tailless monkey from
Africa is not an ape. They are Barbary Macaques
apparently from Africa but their arrival time is
not known. The population is healthy and
maintaining itself.

I’m Just waiting for the next zipper attack!

Stunning views from the top. The Levanter wind is just starting to form a
cloud cap. There are old chains and cables around loose rocks which will
probably be put to the test in the next earthquake.

A very nice portrait and hairdo

Mother feeding and grooming her baby.

A great big drop to the East. The Macaques have free range of The Rock

Three wise monkeys pulled off some incredible acrobatics
for their own fun. They ignored me and other tourists.

Hang on there it is a long drop but we are having fun playing.

Looking NE. The chain is hanging on to unstable boulders.

Bit hard to read but it tells of a shepherd who in
1704 led 500 Spanish soldiers up the East cliffs.
They were later captured by the British.

Top of The Rock! Always grooming they are very
clean and it is reported that they have no
diseases.

I see that the red security boom has been
moved across to keep traffic or hostile Spanish
away from the British submarine. Hostilities
continue between the Spanish and the British.
The Spanish want The Rock back of course. The
Brits won’t let them. There have been some
recent skirmishes with boats bumping around.
Fishermen are also a little agitated from time to
time over who controls which little patch of
fishing grounds. About 35 miles off in the
distance, along the coast on the way to Barbate
are the famous Battle of Trafalgar grounds.

Hercules did a great job eh?

I was especially impressed with this sign as the
writer seemed to know exactly where to put the
commas. Something, I have trouble with!

I have included this one for two reasons. First;
what a beauty! Second; I love the texture and
contrast of the hair coat with the smooth
eucalypt bark. As a young boy, I spent many
hours with pencils drawing gum trees. Oh! By
the way, it looks like twins to me!

Always wonderful sunsets when you are facing
west. Lund, British Columbia, was one of the
best when I sailed to Desolation Sound in British
Columbia, Canada.

The rains came in torrents and the next day, in October, we
have Spring crocuses. (I think?)

2. CROSSING THE DREADED STRAIGHT OF GIBRALTAR
The bad weather could not last forever. It looked like we had a window to get to Ceuta less than
17NM across The Strait. I gave my non sailing crew (ages 10 to 40 something) a crash course on:










Throwing a line
Casting off a line
Figure of eight on a cleat
Coiling a rope
Finding a boat hook
Tying off fenders with a clove hitch, and watching for whales
Keeping a watch for very large fast moving floating hunks of steel.
Catching the lazy line
How to start the engine.

So on October 4, after a long frustrating wait, we putter out of Gibraltar and headed for Ceuta
clearing Europa Point in the early morning light.

Europa Point Light and the Arabic Mosque

We had trouble dodging this ship until we
realized it was making a u turn!

There are obstacles everywhere. A tug, small fish boats hand lining, a freighter, ferries and then:
DOLPHINS! These lovely fellows followed us for more than an hour playing on the bow and diving
around Manca.

Dolphins arrived shortly after leaving Gibratar

If the fast ferry doesn't get you, the freighter
will! First we had to dodge the ferry then the
fast freighter!

Nice to leave the cloud cap over Gibraltar
behind. When the wind changes to the west the
cloud will go away. We were happy to be
underway and headed for Ceuta.

Seemed we entered a time warp with the mist
and clouds. Africa is behind the freighter.

Some yachts seem to go looking for trouble or
have a problem estimating the speed of the
ferries. These ferries do about 30 nautical miles
per hour. You are not going to outrun them in a
French sail boat doing 6 knots. Look what
happens next…

Too close for safety. French flag I think. Oh, dear
me! Mon Dieu!

Should we tack and surf? A dangerous navigator
I would say.

It is a great privilege to introduce young men to
the fine art of sailing!

We have crossed the dreaded Strait of Gibraltar safely, spotted the dolphins, missed numerous
freighters, dodged the ferries and have survived to tell the grandchildren! Well done crew!

3. ARRIVAL IN CEUTA
With a great deal of skill we manage to secure all 14 fenders, find mooring lines, locate the boat
hook, call up the mariner and back safely into Ceuta visitor dock with great finesse!
What a welcome! Just as we pass Hercules on the right, high above us from the fort, a massive gun
goes off with a big puff of smoke and a very loud explosion!
It is 1200h! Welcome to Ceuta!
The ancient fort always attracts my lens.

It is fun to kayak through the canal. The tide and
currents keep it very clear and clean. The walls
are 11th Century.

The western entrance to the canal which cuts through the Ceuta peninsular.

I like this view as it shows so much of Ceuta: The
beach, the canal, the old fort, the cathedral, and
in the distance the ancient massive fort still in
use.

The town is a cheerful happy place.

Ceuta is well served with three competing
ferries to Algeciras. You must watch for them
and time your moves. They go fast!

Just over the firing range is near the quarters of
the soldiers. We can still hear the reveille at
0800 down at the dock on Manca.

Looking west to Africa and America just over the
hill.

The two days went really quickly. The first evening was spent catching the sunset over the Strait
followed by a great Moroccan meal. For me; lamb Tajine with nuts and apricots.
October 6: After a fuel stop, we hoisted sail in the shelter of the harbor and sailed out of there as if
we were ancients sailors without a 55hp Volvo.

4. A SHORT LOVELY SAIL TO MOROCCO MARINA SMIR
A fair course took us easterly of the clashing rocks off Punta Almina. This is still a major fortress for
the Spanish. Then we turned east with the wind and sailed on a stiffening fresh westerly breeze right
up to the Marina Smir breakwater. With a brave smiling face I managed to convince myself that, with
proper preparation, Manca could enter the harbor safely (despite limited skills of the motley crew) in
a 24k gusting westerly! One great thing about Marina Smir it is wide and spacious for maneuvering.
Fenders galore with bow and stern lines ready on both sides, we cleared the end of the breakwater
and with much relief, there was a man in blue overalls waving us in. Manca sidled up to the waiting
dock without a crunch!
The paper work went quickly. The Marina staff, happy to see Manca back, readily struck a deal for a
ten day stay. However, the westerly wind has us hard against the dock, so we must stay overnight
and wait for the wind to die off.
Early next morning before the wind is up we putter off to a new mooring alongside the dock. igure 56
Manca alongside with a breast line holding her
off the dock. This is a very comfortable method
as nothing is banging onto the dock or wearing
out. It is also easy to walk the passerelle from
amidships. In addition, Manca is blown away
from the dock on the prevailing westerly and in
an easterly, she is held off the dock by the
breast mooring line. Harvest moon is rising.

UNPROVOKED WASP ATTACKS SKIPPER
On October 8 I have a horrible and somewhat frightening experience. It is the season when wasps
get a little cranky. Unfortunately after many years of using unbreakable beer cans on the yacht, I
have developed the habit of drinking out of them. The silent wasp approached and while I was not
looking, crept into the can to steal my beer. I took one sip and then this painful biting started inside
my mouth. I couldn’t spit it out as he was hanging on biting and biting. He bit me five times on the
inside of my lips. I tried many remedies and then ran to the local Café Extra Blatt for some ice to suck
on. Apparently this stops the poison from spreading. My lips swollen and in pain a very kind man at
another table called me over. He had a wasp bite just recently. He called his friend and within a few
short minutes his medicine was delivered to my table! How kind are the Moroccan people!
So now we have a new system:
WASP FREE BEER DRINKING MANCA METHOD LTD. LIFE TIME GUARANTEE PATENT PENDING.

Wasp free beer drinking system

Wasp free drinking system

The sunset, the mast and the moon. A beautiful beginning for a new season of autumn sailing.

Moon and masthead

Harvest moon over Morocco. I guess I will miss the turkey feasts
back in Canada’s Thanksgiving.

Land trip for the crew. They have left for a magical time in Chefchouan and then after that a bus ride
up over the Riff Mountains to Fez. After that I am yet to hear the evolving plan.

October 9 is washing day. Notice the tools. The
amazing little machine cost on 30 Euros in
Marjane near Tetouan, Morocco. It is so simple
light weight and easily stows in a locker. To
speed things up I just rinse everything with the
hose in the big red bowl. I can make as much
mess as I like as all the water just drains out of
the cockpit scuppers. Four small loads done in
an hour! The beer 30 cents in Ceuta Lidl store.

Marina Smir is an easy sail from Gibraltar. A
number of cruise and learn schools operate
from Gibraltar. This advanced crew tacked right
into the harbor.

Nice tacking skills inside the Marina Smir

Manca reflection in puddles after the first heavy rain for the season.

A beautiful Marina Smir Sunset. Manca seems to be floating on the
beautiful sunset October 10 2014
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